Introdu
uction to Blowfish
B
Blowfish
h is a keyed, symmetric crryptographic block cipher designed by Bruce Schne
eier in 1993 a
and
placed in the public do
omain. Blowffish is include
ed in a large number of ciipher suites a
and encryptio
on
products, including Sp
plashID. Blow
wfish’s security has been e
extensively tested and proven. As a p
public
domain ciipher, Blowfis
sh has been subject
s
to a significant
s
am
mount of cryp
ptanalysis, an
nd full Blowfis
sh
encryption has never been
b
broken.. Blowfish is also one of tthe fastest blo
ock ciphers in public use,
making it ideal for a product like SplashID that functions on a wide varie
ety of process
sors found in
mobile ph
hones as well as in notebo
ook and deskttop computerrs.
Schneier designed Blowfish as a ge
eneral-purpos
se algorithm,, intended as a replaceme
ent for the ag
ging
DES and free
f
of the prroblems asso
ociated with other
o
algorith ms.
Notable fe
eatures of the
e design inclu
ude key-depe
endent S-box
xes and a highly complex key schedule
e.

How it works:
w
the
e Blowfish
h algorithm
m
Blowfish has
h a 64-bit block
b
size and a key lengtth of anywhe
ere from 32 bits to 448 bitts. It is a 16round Feistel cipher an
nd uses large
e key-depend
dent S-boxes.. It is similar in structure to CAST-128
8,
which use
es fixed S-box
xes.
The diagrram to the lefft shows the action of Blow
wfish. Each liine
representts 32 bits. The algorithm keeps
k
two subkey arrays: the
18-entry P-array and four
f
256-entrry S-boxes. The
T
S-boxes
accept 8-bit input and produce 32--bit output. One
O
entry of tthe
P-array is
s used every round, and after the final round, each half
of the datta block is XO
ORed with one of the two remaining
unused P--entries.
The diagrram to the rig
ght shows Blo
owfish's F-fun
nction. The
function splits
s
the 32-bit input into
o four eight-bit quarters, a
and
uses the quarters
q
as in
nput to the S-boxes.
S
The outputs are
added mo
odulo 232 and
d XORed to produce
p
the final 32-bit
output.
Since Blow
wfish is a Feistel network,, it can be inv
verted simply
y by
XORing P17 and P18 to the cipherttext block, then using the Pentries in reverse orde
er.
Blowfish's
s key schedulle starts by in
nitializing the
e P-array and
d Sboxes witth values deriived from the
e hexadecima
al digits of pi,,
which con
ntain no obvio
ous pattern. The secret ke
ey is then XO
ORed
with the P-entries
P
in order
o
(cycling the key if ne
ecessary). A 64bit all-zerro block is the
en encrypted with the algorithm as it
stands. The resultant ciphertext replaces P1 and P2. The
ciphertextt is then encrrypted again with the new
w subkeys, an
nd P3
and P4 arre replaced by
y the new cip
phertext. This
s continues,
replacing the entire P--array and alll the S-box entries. In all,, the
Blowfish encryption
e
algorithm will run
r
521 time
es to generate
e all
the subke
eys - about 4KB of data is processed.

The
e Feistel structture of Blowfis
sh

Blowfis
sh in practice
Blowfish is
i one of the fastest block
k ciphers in widespread
w
usse, except wh
hen changing keys. Each n
new
key requires pre-proce
essing equiva
alent to encry
ypting about 4 kilobytes o
of text, which is very slow

compared to other block ciphers. This prevents its use in certain applications, but is not a problem in
others, such as SplashID.
Blowfish is not subject to any patents and is therefore freely available for anyone to use. This has
contributed to its popularity in cryptographic software.

